
#1 – COVENANTAL CONVERSATIONS – Session 3 –    

  “Models of Uplifting Conversations     

   Locally & Globally”  

What are some of the most important issues or challenges    

  in our region & the world? 

What would ‘Abdu’l-Bahá have us say on these matters?  

What are the implications for our teaching, community-building,   

  social action & public discourse? 

#2 – Issues in Today’s World calling for Authoritative Guidance  

 Global Pandemic – humanity’s lack of discipline & cooperation exposed  

 Nationalism & Racism – many still discriminate based on nation & race  

 Oppression & Poverty – power & wealth are unfairly distributed in the extreme 

 Militarism, Weaponry & Conflict – ideologies & technologies of conquest abound  

Environmental Threats – unsustainable pollution, depletion & climate change  

 Note: A process of Consultative Global Governance that is given authority by all 

 peoples & nations – and is guided by universal moral-spiritual principles –  

 is needed to address global challenges effectively.  This would be a very  

 significant development of the ‘Lesser Peace’.  

#3 – Contemporary Regional Issues & Challenges     

Public Health Strategy on Covid – protective measures & re-opening schedule 

  Atrocities Against Indigenous Peoples – steps toward ‘Truth & Reconciliation’   

Opioids & Other Addictions – therapeutic & public education approaches 

  Racism & Hate Crime – restorative, socio-economic & moral education approaches 

Environmental Threats – policy change based on scientific & civic consultation 

  

 



#4 – Some Baha’i Principles of Intergroup Relations    
 1)  collective commitment to the Oneness of Humanity 

2)  seeking fellowship, understanding, cooperation & unity-building  

3)  cultivating spiritual qualities & the power of personal example  

4)  sharing Baha’i principles as appropriate, avoiding any triumphal tone 

5)  rejecting partisan, divisive & adversarial forms of social action     

  in favour of consultative & inclusive methods    

6)  through community-building & public discourse, steadily attracting others    

  & inviting them to embrace new patterns  

#5 – Some Baha’i Principles of Constructive Resilience  

1)  refraining from partisan, divisive & adversarial activities –      

  even under conditions of persecution  

2)  meeting hatred & persecution with love & kindness   

3)  accepting the role hardship can play in growth & development   

4)  actively serving others regardless of their backgrounds or oppressive behavior   

5)  pledging loyalty & obedience to all just laws of the land   

6)  adopting a long-term perspective with patience & perseverance   

7)  peacefully constructing viable alternative institutional models  

#6 – ‘Abdu’l-Bahá & the Tone of Our Conversations  

A pleasing, kindly disposition and a display of tolerance towards people    

  are requisites of teaching the Cause…        

  One should not engage in disputation leading to and ending with     

  obstinate refusal and hostility…         

 One ought to say: right, admitted, but look at the matter in another way,    

  and judge for yourself whether it is true or false…      

  said with courtesy, with kindliness, with consideration.      

  Then the other person will listen, will not seek to answer back      

  and to marshal proofs in repudiation…        

  He sees that the purpose has been to impart the word of truth,     

  to show humanity, to bring forth heavenly qualities.       

  His eyes and his ears are opened, his heart responds,       

  his true nature unfolds and by the grace of God,      

  he becomes a new creation…. (‘Abdu’l-Bahá quoted in Balyuzi, p 27)  



#7 – ‘Abdu’l-Bahá’s Themes for Elevated Conversations  
 From Book 2, “Arising to Serve”, Unit II:  

1 – Need for an Educator  

2 – Independent Investigation of Truth 

3 – God as Known through Manifestations  

4 – Baha’u’llah’s Life & Mission  

5 – Humanity’s Coming of Age 

6 – Establishing Peace 

7 – Oneness of Humanity  

8 – Social Justice  

9 – Equality of Women & Men  

10 – Universal Education  

#8 – What Would ‘Abdu’l-Bahá Have Us Say –     

  about the Pandemic?  

In a day such as this, when the tempests of trials and tribulations have encompassed the world, 

 and fear and trembling have agitated the planet, ye must rise above the horizon of firmness 

 and steadfastness with illumined faces and radiant brows in such wise that, God willing, 

 the gloom and fear and consternation may be entirely obliterated, and the light of assurance 

 may dawn above the manifest horizon and shine resplendently.     
  (‘Abdu’l-Bahá quoted in UHJ Naw Rúz Letter, 2020)  

The Universal House of Justice has expressed great concern for the well-being of humanity,  

 especially for those who are most vulnerable…         

We have been advised to support essential efforts to protect the health and welfare of all.   

 The qualities & attributes required at this time include:      

  hope… strength of spirit that faith imparts… unity… fellow feeling, knowledge   

  and understanding… resilience… creative adapting… tranquility, confidence   

  and reliance on God…         

 Humanity will ultimately pass through this ordeal, and it will emerge on the other side   

  with greater insight and with a deeper appreciation of its inherent oneness   

  and interdependence…         

 May your minds be ever bent upon the needs of the communities to which you belong,   

  the conditions of the societies in which you live, and the welfare of the entire   

  family of humanity, to whom you are all brothers and sisters.     
   (UHJ, Naw Rúz Letter, 2020)  



#9 – About Indigenous ‘Truth & Reconciliation’?   

Baha’is believe that God has always & everywhere provided guidance.       

This means that Indigenous Peoples, throughout humanity’s time on earth,    

 have benefited from divine guidance brought to them through prophetic figures.    

There have been many holy Manifestations of God… two hundred thousand years ago,   

 one million years ago… the radiance of God was shining… (‘Abdu’l-Bahá, PUP p 654)     

Attach great importance to the indigenous population of America…      

 Should they be educated and guided, there can be no doubt that     

 they will become so illumined as to enlighten the whole world.  (A-B, TDP p 31) 

Our National Spiritual Assembly, in the wake of the discovery of massive numbers of  

 unmarked Indigenous children’s graves, has called us to      

 join with others of many different backgrounds and beliefs to educate ourselves  

 and commit, in action, to a future that becomes day by day more illumined,   

 freed of the darkness of this age… praying for the flood of grace that will   

 hasten this change.  (NSA, May 31, 2021)  

The ‘Truth & Reconciliation Principles’ seem consistent with Baha’i Principles.   

 

 

#10 – About Racial & Gender Justice?  

Bahá’u’lláh has provided new unity-building principles & institutions in our day,    

  promoting racial harmony & unity through fellowship, cooperation & inter-marriage.     

Blacks should appreciate Whites who sacrificed for their emancipation…     

  Whites should appreciate the capacities & contributions of Blacks.      

God makes no colour distinctions; we are created in His image;       

  racial & cultural differences are complementary, like flowers of a garden.    

And neither does God make gender distinctions regarding worth & dignity;    

 women & men are equal in His sight.          

Gender differences are complementary, like two wings of a bird;      

  women & men both have intelligence, virtues & prowess;      

 & so education will show this equality.           

Women must have priority in schooling, for they are the first educators;    

  & due to certain spiritual qualities – tender-heartedness, intuition, receptivity –    

 women can make a greater contribution to peace.        

Women often show greater boldness in working for the Faith;      

 women’s suffrage is essential, but militant methods avoided.          

The new civilization will be balanced between feminine & masculine qualities.    

 



#11 – About Economic Justice? 

The struggle for existence is the fountainhead of all calamities, the supreme affliction…

 cooperation must gradually replace competition.         

Science, technology, education & human rights are key factors       

 in socio-economic development.           

Wealth is praiseworthy if acquired through one’s own conscientious efforts     

 & if it promotes social welfare & development.        

Extremes of poverty & wealth must be abolished, but absolute equality is undesirable.    

More just & compassionate societies must gradually be established;      

 governments will provide legal protection to ensure the welfare of all.       

Communal village storehouses, graduated income taxes, welfare for the needy –    

 these are all necessary economic institutions.         

Strikes come from greed of employers &/or workers; resolve them by industrial courts.     

A divinely-inspired economic system is founded on trustworthiness,     

 and brings greater degrees of equality, not by imposing them,     

 but through voluntary sharing.            

Each must share in sacrifices to make the earth a more beautiful reflection of heaven.  

 

#12 – About Religious Prejudice?        

‘Abdu’l-Bahá taught:  Let us revere and honor the Prophets of all religions…      

 If the Divine light of truth shone in Jesus Christ        

  it also shone in Moses and in Buddha…       

 See the truth in all religions, for truth is in all and truth is one!  

Let the religions agree and make the nations one,       

 so that they may see each other as one family,      

 and the whole earth as one home.           

May they all live together in perfect harmony.  

In the eye of the Creator all His children are equal; His goodness is poured forth on all.    

 He does not favor this nation nor that nation, all alike are His creatures.    

 This being so, why should we make divisions, separating one race from another?   

 Why should we create barriers of superstition and tradition      

  bringing discord and hatred among people?...         

All men are of one family; the crown of humanity rests on the head of every human being.   

The UHJ’s “To the World’s Religious Leaders” (2002)  and “One Common Faith” (2005)   

 offer profound responses to Religious Prejudice.   

 

 



#13 – About Earth Care? 

Injunctions to care for the earth abound in the world’s scriptures:     

 The earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof… Have dominion – be good stewards over –  

  every living thing that moves upon the earth.  (Jewish)     

 As the earth is created by the Good Lord, we are to till the earth, tenderly care for animals, 

  and raise prosperous families.  (Zoroastrian)     

 The earth is God’s footstool… Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.  (Christian)   

 Do not walk upon the earth with insolence… Was it you who made the tree?    

  Or was God, the Creator, the Grower?  (Islamic)       

 Nature is a dispensation of Providence ordained by the Ordainer, the All-Wise.  (Baha’i)  

‘Abdu’l-Bahá described Creation as one of ‘two Books of God’.  The Book of Creation is in accord with 

the written Book – the sacred Revelations of the Prophets.  Like the written Book, ‘the Book of 

Creation is the command of God and the repository of divine mysteries’.   

As trustees of the planet’s vast resources, humanity must      

 protect the heritage of future generations – seeing in nature a reflection of the Divine,  

 approaching the earth (the source of all our bounties) with humility,    

 exercising moderation in all our actions, using consultation in all our decision-making – 

 thus serving as constructive agents in co-creating an ever-advancing global civilization.  

The ‘Earth Charter Principles’ seem consistent with Baha’i Principles.  

 

#14 – Implications for Our Teaching & Community-Building 

The Ruhi Institute is the means promoted by the Universal House of Justice –    

 embodying & implementing the guidance of Baha’u’llah & Abdul-Baha –    

 for our teaching & community-building: processes directed toward global unity.     

It offers a positive alternative to classical education, as well as to secular methods of development, 

 modernization & social change.             

It translates the Baha’i Revelation into action, implementing Divine Guidance for today’s world, 

 transforming both individuals & social realities.          

It is participatory & collaborative, egalitarian & consultative, an organic & intentional  

 community-building process.            

It is worldwide in scope, but also grassroots, & virtually free of cost.         

It is scientific in its method – that is, evidence & results based, both conceptual & applied.     

It is both spiritual & practical, empowering & capacity-building, as well as service-oriented.     

It is intergenerational – including almost all ages – adaptable to various learning-styles, cultures 

 & arts; while generating processes leading to an ever-advancing global civilization.      

It includes some of Abdul-Baha’s teaching methods & content – especially in Books 2 & 6. 

 



#15 – Implications for Our Social Action  

What is ‘Social Action’ for Baha’is? – implementing principles of Baha’u’llah’s Revelation  

 so as to improve social & economic conditions. 

‘Abdu’l-Bahá spoke with many groups interested in promoting Racial Equality,    

 Women’s Equality, Economic Equality, International Peace,     

 as well as Service-Oriented Education.           

He was very encouraging with regard to these groups – whose participants    

 tended to be action-oriented & global-minded,       

 but sometimes rather strident & politically partisan.           

He conveyed to them the relevant historic background,       

 along with the relevant Baha’i principles & teachings.  

Be ye loving fathers to the orphan, and a refuge to the helpless, and a treasury for the poor,  

 and a cure for the ailing.   Be ye the helpers of every victim of oppression,   

 the patrons of the disadvantaged.  Think ye at all times of rendering some service  

 to every member of the human race.  (‘Abdu’l-Bahá, SWAB 1)  

The Universal House of Justice encourages ‘coherence’ between our Core Activities   

 & our Social Action projects.   

 

#16 – Implications for Our Public Discourse 

What is ‘Public Discourse’ for Baha’is? – sharing with others insights from Baha’u’llah’s Revelation 

 as a contribution to the evolution of public thought & the shaping of public policy.   

The Baha’i International Community does exemplary work in this field at the global & regional levels, 

 while Offices of Public Affairs engage at the national level, and some LSAs foster such work 

 at the local level – all making constructive use of the social media.       

Among the issues addressed are those we have mentioned in this session:     

 cooperative pandemic responses… indigenous Truth & Reconciliation…    

 racial & gender justice… economic justice… transcending religious prejudice…   

 earth care – as well as human rights… the role of youth in social transformation…  

 and the interface between citizenship & religious values.  

All the peoples of the earth are being summoned to take part in the great historical processes  

 leading to the rise of a new civilization, and the scope of our collaboration with those 

 concerned with the betterment of the world must expand as we work toward this goal.   

  (Ruhi Book 14, Unit I, Sec 2)    

The Universal House of Justice encourages ‘coherence’ between our Core Activities   

 & our Public Discourse initiatives.  

 



#17 – Remembering & Living the Covenant Every Day  

May His loved ones, individually and collectively, little by little and day by day,   

 increasingly embody His counsels –          

Be united in the Cause of God… Never speak ill of others…        

See no strangers, but regard all as members of one family…        

Set aside divergent theories and conflicting views, and pursue a common goal…     

Arise with heart and soul and in one accord to teach the Cause (of World Unity)…    

Cultivate good character, perseverance, strength and determination…       

Know the value of this precious Faith and obey its teachings…        

Walk in this road that is drawn straight, and show this way to the people.      

 (UHJ, Nov 26, 2018)   

 

#18 – Questions for 3rd Breakout Session 

1 – My name, locality & community-building activities, if any? 

2 – Any reactions to the presentation that I wish to share?  

3 – What contemporary issue concerns me a great deal,     

 and what would ‘Abdu’l-Bahá say about it?  

4 – What kind of social action & public discourse      

 would ‘Abdu’l-Bahá encourage me to do –      

 given who I am & where I live?  

 


